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The campaign features nearly all of the classic Command &
Conquer locations and features over 25 missions. There are no red

alerts, just dazzling 3-D graphics. Rather than delivering a one-
sided battle of good versus evil with a single hero, Renegade

presents a scenario more familiar to action fans, with dozens of
units. Sadly, the game appears to be more like Wing Commander
III with troops, tanks, and lasers than any of Westwood's earlier
Command & Conquer games. Its very good game if u like single
player only or u prefer more the multiplayer and if u liked RTS in
the past time but now ya can get good graphics and a very easy
gameplay just like Command and Conquer RTS but in 3D-Games.

The original Command & Conquer was among the first great
strategy games ever made. And now, for the first time, you can
see the action up close. The game features three variations of
your single-player campaign, highlighting a variety of locations
and missions. You take control of one of four elite units, each

commanding his own set of powerful weapons and abilities. You
can move around the screen, keeping your units on target,
building bases, and using powerful vehicles and weapons to

destroy your enemy. Command and Conquer Renegade will be the
first to showcase a combination of 3D graphics and real-time
strategy. According to developers/publisher Electronic Arts,
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Renegade also boasts non-linear design elements like a split-
screen co-op mode, which allows you to switch between two on-

screen players anytime. As far as designers goes, Renegades
Creative Director, Hamid 'Nazd' Rashid has taken the

micromanagement out of Command and Conquer. Renegade
allows you to slide up and down the game map at will, giving

players an idea of when they should be running and when they
should be sitting back and taking it easy. It is also making the

game more exciting. You can take two different paths to the same
target and the enemies response can vary depending on the path
you take. This means that you will be forced to adapt when you

encounter the enemy instead of the computer giving you the
information while you hit them with your neural override.
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